COME AND BE

NUTZ WITH US

In need of some ideas for constructive, physical activities that can promote gross motor
skill development and keep your children fit and healthy? HealthNutz (a Sports Science
Institute of South Africa Community Health Intervention Programme) is here to help.
Follow this activity sheet for a fun-filled and educational session!
WHAT YOU
WILL NEED
Empty toilet paper rolls
Scrap paper
A Towel/similar piece of material

GROSS MOTOR AND
COGNITIVE SKILLS

NUMBER OF KIDS AND
TIME REQUIRED
1+ children
Between 10 and 20 minutes.

How to play

Fine motor skills, wheelbarrow
exercise, core strength and counting

ACTIVITY

Autumn #6

Autumn is in the air. Ask the children what they know about the season. Explain to them that during this time of the year,
leaves from certain trees turn into different colours and fall from the trees to prepare for winter. Talk about the other seasons
as well.
Start with a warm-up and some stretches. The kids can "twirl" in the Autumn wind or dance like the leaves, or you can have
them do some jumping jacks and then some stretches. Now tell the children that their job today, will be to clean up all the
Autumn "leaves".
Raking up leaves: First we need to tear up pieces of scrap paper and scatter them around the room. Let the children help.
Now we need a wheelbarrow to gather all the leaves. One child will be the wheelbarrow and the parent (or an older child)
must hold the wheelbarrow’s legs. Explain that the wheelbarrow must keep their stomach far from the ground - watch out for
any arching of the back. The wheelbarrow pair will walk around the room and try to “rake” the pieces of paper into small piles
around the room. Get the child to count the piles of gathered pieces of paper, the "leaves".

Catch the leaves: Use a small towel or similar piece
of material. Now place the torn pieces of scrap paper
on the towel. Two children (or you and the child) hold
the ends of the towel with both hands and together
you lower the towel to the ground and bring it back up,
lifting the pieces of paper into the air. Then you make
sure to catch the falling "leaves" again.

Keep the back
straight
Tip: To add some art to this session, you can ask the children to create their own autumn wonderland pictures. If you have a yard
where you can go outside to collect some leaves, use those. Otherwise use some of the scrap paper for the art projects.

HealthNutz is an initiative of SSISA's Community Health Intervention Programmes, supported by the
Laureus Sport for Good Foundation in South Africa, and is offered on a not-for-profit basis to
communities in need. If you would like more information on our programmes or would like to partner,
contact us at csi@ssisa.com or on +27 21 659 5608.

